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uxpeer

Wondering how you 
can improve your small 

business?

 Take a look into how 
uxpeer can assist.



Take it from the Head of UX at 
Amazon, Charlie Claxton, “UX yields a 
return between $2 and $100 on every 

dollar invested.”

The Design Management Institure has 
revealed that Design-Driver Businesses 
have grossed over 200% more than 

S&P Companies

The inclusion of A.I based data 
collection helps remove bias from 
your product. All humans have bias 

so let’s remove that part.

Save Money limit BIas

grow bigger Save time
By knowing what your users are 
thinking and how they act right away, 
you can create your product around 

those ideas rather than guess.



20%

80%

50% 50%

When it comes to user testing 
over 80% of users think its vital 
for a program to have a solid 

UX prescence.

Although, when it comes to businesses, 
only 50% of them use any sort of UX 
testing to figure out what their users 

want or need.

(IMPACT)

(UXCam)



79%

79% of people will immediately 
look for another site if they 
don’t enjoy the User Experience 

on the first one.

53% of mobile users say they 
leave websites that don’t meet 
their expectations in 3 seconds 

or less.

Keeping traffic on your site is 
an important part of keeping 
business, but User Experience 

plays a large role.

(UXCam)

(Intechnic)



User Experience helps create a relationship between 
brand and users. Improving this connection is the key 
to creating a successful brand as good connectioins 

get shared around to others.

(SuperOffice)

After one bad user experience, over 30% of 
customers would leave a brand that they had 

liked in the past.

A lack of User Experience knowledge is part of the 
reason why, 70% of online businesses fall through 

because of bad UX.
(Uxeria)
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Overview
uxpeer is a digital co-op between UX designers and 

small businesses. This digital experience allows for small 

businesses to get the User Experience knowledge that they 

need to improve their services. uxpeer as a whole gives 

clients access to the latest UX information, an A.I. powered 

program that helps clients do user testing, an online forum 

for communicating with other clients and much more.



This overall project consists of a series of four posters, a 

letterhead, business cards, a infographic series designed for 

instagram, a display board, and a website displaying what 

the service would look like. The project looks at creating 

a compostition of how the service’s brand would act.



Concept
Generating ideas for uxpeer begain with a look into what was needed 

in the world of User Experience design. A common thread that was 

found was the lack of people outside of the design community knowing 

what UX design was. The idea was to create a product or a service 

that incoorporated A.I. into a way to bring accessible and informative 

User Experience knowledge to the people outside of the design world 

who can benefit it from the most, small business owners. We looked 

at inspiration from geometric styling and layouts. These are what 

eventually brought uxpeer to have its own geometric styling as well.





User Personas
Our primary persona focuses on the main  users of our 

service, small business owners. After the pandemic a rise in 

people starting their own small business has risen, and we 

look to assist those to be more successful in the long run. 

With this influx of new small business owners and older 

ones passing away, the age range has quickly shifted from 

being an average of 50-52 years old, to 40-45 years old.



Primary persona



User Personas cont.
Our secondary persona focuses on our other major group 

focusing on UX designers and how they would interact with 

our service. A majority of them would be looking at assisting 

others to understand what UX is and  other matters like 

that. On top of that with the subscription fee for members it 

allows us to pay UX designers to come and help out without 

worry of time being wasted without addidtional income.



secondary persona
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Branding
uxpeer’s branding focuses on the technicalogical aspect 

of the service. The typefaces were picked to reflect the 

mechanical nature of A.I. but still contain aspects of 

roundedness to appeal to the relationship aspect of the 

service. The colors also reflect this with hues of blues and 

purples representing  loyalty and reliability.  These colors 

were specifically picked in order to relate familiar brands 

that people use for making connections with to ours.



#c4cfff

#1c1c1ci

#296eb2

#fff



Branding cont.
The patterning wihtin the brand is very specific in that it 

reflects the wiring within a motherboard on a computer, 

to continue to reflect that idea of technology but also be 

interpreted as connectons. This then fits in with the logo and 

the adjustable wordmark as they are made up of the typeface 

Altertype. The body copy for many of the designs is Interstate 

(Light) or (Light Italic). This typeface mimics the thinness 

that Altertype brings but also grounds the readers more.



altertype

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Interstate-Light

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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e
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Website
The website is the foundation for uxpeer as it is the page 

that users will go to not only to purchase a subscription to 

access resources, but also allows for them to gain access 

to online forums, professional UX Designer assistance, 

and UX talks about current trends in the industry. This 

website acts as an all in one digital hub to allow for 

quick and easy access to everything our users may need.
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Final Designs
The following pages consist of the final designs as 

to how uxpeer is branded across multiple platforms 

such as, an instagram page, posters, letterheads, and 

businesscards. All these showcase uxpeer’s cohesive 

brand identity and communication of the service.



@uxpeer @uxpeer@uxpeer

@AppleYour Story @Starbucks @LG

19:21
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